Glucocorticoids counteract hypertrophic effects of myostatin inhibition in dystrophic muscle
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Introduction

Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is a devastating genetic muscle disease resulting in progressive muscle degeneration and wasting. Glucocorticoids, specifically prednisone/prednisolone and deflazacort, are commonly used by DMD patients. Emerging DMD therapeutics include those targeting the muscle-wasting factor, myostatin (Mstn). The aim of this study was to investigate how chronic glucocorticoid treatment impacts the efficacy of Mstn inhibition in the D2.mdx mouse model of DMD. We report that chronic treatment of dystrophic mice with prednisolone (Pred) causes significant muscle wasting, entailing both activation of the ubiquitin-proteasome degradation pathway and inhibition of muscle protein synthesis. Combining Pred with Mstn inhibition, using a modified Mstn propeptide (dnMstn), completely abrogates the muscle hypertrophic effects of Mstn inhibition independently of Mstn expression or SMAD3 activation. Transcriptomic analysis identified that combining Pred with dnMstn treatment affects gene expression profiles associated with inflammation, metabolism, and fibrosis. Additionally, we demonstrate that Pred-induced muscle atrophy is not prevented by Mstn ablation. Therefore, glucocorticoids interfere with potential muscle mass benefits associated with targeting Mstn, and the ramifications of glucocorticoid use should be a consideration during clinical trial design for DMD therapeutics. These results have significant implications for past and future Mstn inhibition trials in DMD.
mature Mstn dimer can bind to the activin receptor type IIB (ActRIIB, a TGF-β type II receptor), recruit anaplastic lymphoma kinase 4/5 (ALK4/5) (TGF-β type I receptors), and activate the SMAD2/3 signaling pathway to induce target gene transcriptional and repression activity (16). As a result of the potent muscle growth antagonism by Mstn, strategies to inhibit its actions have been heavily investigated, particularly for neuromuscular disease therapeutics. Preclinical work by our group has revealed therapeutic efficacy of Mstn inhibition via a protease-resistant mutant of the Mstn propeptide (dnMstn) and/or a soluble version of ActRIIB (sActRIIB; targets all ActRIIB ligands) in murine spinal muscular atrophy (17) and both murine and canine models of DMD (18–20). Additional studies using genetic ablation (21, 22) and Mstn neutralizing antibodies (23) have also shown beneficial effects of Mstn inhibition for DMD models, and there are currently several Mstn-targeting pharmaceutical products in clinical development (24–29).

The purpose of the current study is to investigate potential interactive effects of Mstn inhibition combined with a chronic glucocorticoid treatment regimen in the mdx mouse model of DMD. Herein, we demonstrate that daily use of Pred induces substantial skeletal muscle atrophy in mdx mice of both the C57BL/10 (B10. mdx) and DBA/2J (D2. mdx) genetic backgrounds, and this cannot be rescued by systemic overexpression of dnMstn. We additionally identify that Pred-induced muscle atrophy strongly impairs muscle protein synthesis, and this occurs independently of both Mstn content and SMAD3 activation.

Results

Daily glucocorticoid treatment induces muscle atrophy in dystrophic mice. Recently, the D2. mdx mouse has emerged as a potentially better preclinical model for testing DMD therapeutics than traditional B10. mdx mice (30, 31), due to a more severe and fibrotic phenotype attributed to a polymorphism in latent TGF-β binding protein (LTBP) 4 (32). In an experiment to compare drug effects between these mdx lines, we performed a 12-week evaluation of the glucocorticoid, Pred (5 mg/kg, once a day; equates to a dose of 0.41 mg/kg in humans when normalized to body-surface area; ref. 33), in male B10. mdx and D2. mdx mice, with treatment initiation at 4 weeks of age and termination at 16 weeks of age (Figure 1A). While significant (~19%) improvements in diaphragm (Dp) specific tension (SPo; maximum tetanic isometric force production [Po] normalized to cross-sectional area [CSA]) were found with Pred treatment over vehicle controls in both lines (Figure 1B), the most striking phenotype of Pred-treated mice of this experiment — regardless of background strain — was substantial loss of body weight and skeletal muscle mass compared with respective vehicle groups (Figure 1, C–E).

In a follow-up experiment to determine if these effects of Pred treatment are transient and/or dependent on age of initiation, D2. mdx mice were subjected to Pred (or vehicle) treatment initiation at either 4 or 12 weeks of age and terminated at 24 weeks of age (i.e., 20-week and 12-week treatment groups; Figure 2A). Both Pred treatment strategies resulted in comparable losses of body weight and skeletal muscle mass compared with vehicle treatments (Figure 2, B–D); thus, muscle atrophy is a consistent feature of Pred treatment in mdx mice, regardless of treatment duration or age of initiation. Additionally, Pred treatment initiation at 4 weeks of age resulted in significant improvements in Dp SPo, whereas delaying initiation to 12 weeks of age does not procure any functional improvements of the Dp (Figure 2E). The extensor digitorum longus (EDL) muscle demonstrated losses of maximum tetanic isometric force Po and no change in SPo (Figure 2, F and G), consistent with loss of parallel sarcomeres from muscle atrophy. These data are consistent with recent reports of daily glucocorticoid treatment inducing the muscle atrophy program in dystrophic muscle (12, 34).

Glucocorticoids affect muscle protein synthesis. The induction of skeletal muscle atrophy by glucocorticoids has been linked to both the stimulation of catabolism through activation of the ubiquitin-proteasome system (12, 35, 36) and inhibition of muscle protein synthesis (37). To investigate the extent that daily glucocorticoid use affects each of these aspects of protein balance in the absence of a disease setting, we treated male WT DBA/2J mice with vehicle or 5 mg/kg Pred for 10 days and separately assessed accumulation of poly-ubiquitinated proteins (indicative of ubiquitin-proteasome system activity; ref. 38) and relative rates of puromycin incorporation into elongating peptides (indicative of active protein translation; ref. 39). WT mice were used for these assays in order to prevent potentially confounding results of muscle degeneration or regeneration, which spontaneously occur in the muscles of dystrophic animals. While accumulated poly-ubiquitin (K-48 linkage) levels trended toward a ~20% increase in Pred-treated quadriceps muscle (Figure 3A), puromycin incorporation was robustly reduced (~60%) with Pred treatment (Figure 3B). These data suggest that prolonged Pred treatment inhibits rates of muscle protein synthesis more potently than activation of ubiquitin-proteasomal protein degradation. We next sought to
verify that Pred can activate gene expression of MuRF1 (product of Trim63 gene) — an E3 ubiquitin ligase involved in degradation of muscle protein (40, 41) — in WT muscle, as reported following administration of dexamethasone (35). Following a single dose of 5 mg/kg Pred, Trim63 gene expression increased by ~3-fold in WT DBA/2J quadriceps (Figure 3C). This suggests that E3 ubiquitin ligase activation is conserved in glucocorticoid-treated skeletal muscle, whether by dexamethasone or Pred.

Chronic glucocorticoid treatment blocks muscle hypertrophic effects of Mstn inhibition. Therapeutics targeting Mstn are currently in advanced development or clinical trial (ref. 25; https://clinicaltrials.gov; NCT02515669, NCT01524224, NCT01958970, NCT02310763, NCT02145234) and offer a promising approach to increase DMD patient musculature. However, to our knowledge, it has never been reported how glucocorticoid use interacts with the hypertrophic effects of Mstn inhibition. To investigate if Mstn inhibition is capable of rescuing dystrophic muscle from the atrophic effects of chronic Pred treatment, we performed a trial in D2.mdx mice using adeno-associated virus–mediated (AAV-mediated) systemic delivery of a protease-resistant form of dnMstn in combination with vehicle or Pred (15, 19).
This 12-week study consisted of Pred (or vehicle) treatment initiated at 4 weeks of age and dnMstn (or PBS control; single i.p. injection) administration performed at 6 weeks of age, with the terminal endpoint at 16 weeks of age (Figure 4A). Consistent with previous experiments in B10. mdx mice (19), Mstn inhibition via dnMstn significantly increases body weight and muscle mass over control treatments (Figure 4, B–D); however, dnMstn treatment does not rescue either from Pred-induced decrements in the combination treatment group. This failure of dnMstn treatment to induce muscle hypertrophy in combination with Pred is not a result of Pred inhibiting dnMstn secretion from the liver, as serum levels of the Mstn propeptide trended toward increased levels (Figure 4E). Previous reports suggest glucocorticoids induce muscle atrophy via upregulation of Mstn (42, 43); therefore, we immunoblotted tibialis anterior muscle lysates for full-length Mstn (using an N-terminal Mstn antibody) and SMAD3 phosphorylation, a pathway stimulated by Mstn signaling (44). Interestingly, Mstn levels were unchanged across treatment groups, while SMAD3 phosphorylation levels are actually decreased with Pred treatment (Figure 4F). This suggests that the atrophic effects of Pred treatment are independent of Mstn and, likely, other ActRIIB ligands, which include Activin A and GDF11 (45, 46).
In agreement with our findings in muscle mass among the treatment groups, Po and CSA of the EDL, a muscle composed of primarily type IIB muscle fibers that are most responsive to Mstn activity (17, 47), were significantly increased by dnMstn (Figure 5, A and B). SPo of the EDL and Dp among these treatment groups was unchanged (Figure 5, C and D). These data demonstrate that the muscle hypertrophy elicited by Mstn inhibition is blocked by daily glucocorticoid use and indicate that patient glucocorticoid use will likely be a confounding variable in any Mstn inhibition–based clinical trial for DMD, as many participants will be on Pred or deflazacort (11, 48, 49).

In light of the above data, we sought to determine if a lower dose of Pred may unmask a hypertrophic response to Mstn inhibition. At 1 mg/kg Pred (low-dose Pred [LD-Pred]; equates to 0.08 mg/kg in humans), a dose below that previously reported as being inefficacious in B10. mdx mice (50), male D2. mdx began oral treatments at 4 weeks of age and received a single i.p. injection of either PBS (control) or dnMstn AAV at 6 weeks of age. At 16 weeks of age, the treatment groups did not reveal differences in ex vivo muscle function (Figure 6, A and B). While a modest increase in gastrocnemius mass was found with dnMstn treatment, this value was lower than those of the vehicle-only group of the previous trial, and no other body weight or muscle mass improvements were identified (Figure 6, C–E). These data demonstrate that, even at low, subefficacious doses, daily glucocorticoid treatment blocks skeletal muscle hypertrophy associated with Mstn inhibition.

Distinct transcriptomic signatures are associated with long-term glucocorticoid treatment. In order to identify the pathways that differ among dnMstn-treated skeletal muscle with and without long-term daily Pred treatment, RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) analysis was performed on quadriceps from these 2 groups, as well as vehicle-only treated D2. mdx and age-matched DBA/2J male mice (Figure 7). As shown in Figure 7A, a large number of transcripts are substantially and distinctly changed by vehicle + dnMstn treatment or by the addition of Pred to dnMstn treatment, compared with vehicle-treated D2. mdx muscle. Unbiased investigation of the most affected cellular pathways associated with dnMstn inhibition in dystrophic muscle was performed using both REACTOME Pathways Knowledgebase (51) and WikiPathways (52) databases.
Interestingly, dnMstn treatment significantly affected genes associated with the activation of the IGF-Akt signaling axis, a potent anabolic pathway (53), whereas adipogenesis was significantly inhibited. Other notable (although not significant) pathways affected by dnMstn treatment include genes changes associated with activation of tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA) and TGF-β superfamily signaling.

(Figure 7, B and C). Interestingly, dnMstn treatment significantly affected genes associated with the activation of the IGF-Akt signaling axis, a potent anabolic pathway (53), whereas adipogenesis was significantly inhibited. Other notable (although not significant) pathways affected by dnMstn treatment include genes changes associated with activation of tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA) and TGF-β superfamily signaling.

Figure 4. Chronic prednisolone treatment negates muscle hypertrophic effects of myostatin inhibition in D2.mdx mice. (A) Preclinical trial design consisting of male D2.mdx mice receiving daily oral treatments of vehicle or 5 mg/kg prednisolone (Pred) initiated at 4 weeks of age. At 6 weeks of age, mice received a single sham control or adeno-associated virus–mediated (AAV-mediated) myostatin (Mstn) inhibitor (AAV8.dnMstn) i.p. injection, and the terminal endpoint was 16 weeks of age (n = 7–23). (B–D) body weights (B), absolute muscle masses (C), and body weight-normalized muscle masses (D) were measured at terminal endpoint. (E) Mstn propeptide levels were measured in serum samples from treatment groups by immunoblotting using Mstn N-terminal antibody (N.D., not detected). (F) Immunoblotting of tibialis anterior muscle lysates for full-length Mstn, phosphorylated SMAD3 (p-SMAD3; S425/427), or total SMAD3 protein levels. Ponceau red staining was used to visualize protein loading for immunoblot signal normalization. GAPDH content is shown for immunoblotting verification of equal loading. Data were analyzed using 2-way ANOVA (strain and treatment effects; effect size reported as $\eta^2$), followed by Tukey’s post hoc tests ($\alpha = 0.05$). Data are presented as box-and-whisker plots, with minimum and maximum values indicated by error bars; data are shown as mean ± SEM. Groups that are significantly different from each other are indicated by nonoverlapping letter designations ($P \leq 0.05$).
The combination of Pred to dnMstn in dystrophic muscle resulted in the significant activation of pathways associated with immune cell activity and inflammatory cytokine signaling, as demonstrated by both REACTOME (Figure 8A) and WikiPathways (Figure 8B) analyses. Additionally, the combination of Pred also decreases gene expression patterns associated with activation of IGF-Akt pathways, TGF-β superfamily signaling, and TCA cycle activity, all of which were pathways identified to be enhanced by dnMstn treatment (Figure 7, B and C). The top genes changed by combining Pred to dnMstn treatment (compared with vehicle + dnMstn expression patterns) are depicted in the clustered heatmap located in Figure 8C, whereas expression patterns of highly expressed genes most changed by combining Pred to dnMstn can be found in Supplemental Figure 1B. Additional clustered heatmaps showing significantly affected gene expression patterns associated with inflammation and TGF-β superfamily activation can be found in Supplemental Figure 1, C and D. These data demonstrate that daily Pred treatment substantially affects muscle transcriptomic profiles that likely account for the drastic phenotype differences in dystrophic mice undergoing chronic Pred treatment.

Pred-induced muscle atrophy is not dependent on Mstn expression. Previous reports have suggested that Mstn mediates dexamethasone-induced skeletal muscle atrophy in otherwise healthy muscle (42, 43). Intriguingly, our immunoblotting (Figure 4F) and transcriptomic data (Supplemental Figure 1D) suggest that Mstn gene expression is not increased with daily Pred treatment in D2. mdx mice; therefore, we directly tested the requirement of Mstn in Pred-induced muscle atrophy using the Mstn-KO mouse line. Adult male Mstn-KO mice received daily treatments with either vehicle or 5 mg/kg Pred for 28 days. Compared with vehicle, Pred-treated Mstn-KO mice progressively decreased in body weight during the 4-week treatment (Figure 9, A and B) and lost significant muscle mass by the end of the experiment (Figure 9, C and D). Analysis of muscle fiber types affected by Pred treatment revealed that gastrocnemius myofibers labeled by α-Actinin-3 (α-Actinin-3+ fibers), a protein primarily found in fast-glycolytic type IIX and IIB muscle fibers, as well as those not labeled by α-Actinin-3 (α-Actinin-3– fibers; consist of slow type I and fast-oxidative IIA fibers) both atrophy in response to Pred treatment (Figure 9, E–G). Overall, these data demonstrate that Pred can induce significant muscle atrophy in the absence of Mstn and further supports that glucocorticoid-induced muscle atrophy overrides the hypertrophic program driven by Mstn loss of function.
Discussion

DMD is the most prevalent and severe of the muscular dystrophies, affecting ~1:5000 males (54) with a life expectancy into the mid-20s (55). The devastating and multifaceted pathological process of DMD suggests that the development of combinatorial therapies is needed to prolong the quality of life and life expectancy of patients. Therefore, it is important to understand how potential therapeutics interact with each other and established DMD treatment regimens, in addition to their efficacy as monotherapies. Identification of these potential interactive effects at preclinical stages can facilitate clinical trial design. Key findings of the current report include substantial muscle atrophy caused by long-term glucocorticoid treatment in mdx mice, inhibition of muscle protein synthesis by daily glucocorticoid administration, and prevention of Mstn inhibition–stimulated muscle hypertrophy by glucocorticoid use. We identify unique gene expression signatures elicited by chronic glucocorticoid treatment, and we demonstrate that Mstn is not required for Pred-induced muscle atrophy. The data of this study, therefore, suggest that targeting Mstn in DMD patients on chronic glucocorticoid treatment regimens is unlikely to show efficacy in terms of skeletal muscle hypertrophy and is a clear example of such a combinational therapy interaction that can substantially impact clinical development.

Off-label Pred use is frequent among DMD patients due to its ability to prolong patient ambulation (9), and recently, deflazacort became the first drug approved for all DMD patients, in part for further increased functional improvements in patients (10). In agreement with the potentially beneficial effect of glucocorticoids on dystrophic muscle function, we observe improved SPo in the Dp of D2.mdx mice treated with Pred for both 12 and 20 weeks, when initiated at 4 weeks of age. This, however, comes at the expense of atrophy and force decrements of the EDL, suggesting that the effects of Pred on muscle contractility are not uniform across all muscles.

Although Pred has long been known to induce skeletal muscle atrophy in patients (56, 57), the mechanism responsible for the observed wasting has been ambiguous. Previous reports have suggested that glucocorticoid-induced muscle atrophy is driven by the ubiquitin-proteasome system and/or Mstn activation (35, 42, 43). In agreement with the involvement of the ubiquitin-proteasome system, we find trends toward higher poly-ubiquitin levels and increased Trim63 expression following Pred treatment; however, we identify larger decrements in rates of protein synthesis, as determined by puromycin incorporation into elongating polypeptide chains, an indicator of active translation (58). This is in agreement with findings of reduced insulin-stimulated protein synthesis by Pred in healthy individuals, as measured by radio-labeled amino acid incorporation (37). Interestingly, classical investigations report decreased amino acid transport into cells as
Figure 7. Transcriptomic analysis of most-changed genes by myostatin inhibition in dystrophic skeletal muscle. RNA-seq transcriptomic analysis was performed on quadriceps muscles from the study depicted in Figure 4A, as well as those from age-matched DBA/2J WT mice (n = 4). Analysis was performed on WT DBA-2J, vehicle-treated D2.mdx, vehicle-treated D2.mdx with dnMstn, and Pred-treated D2.mdx with dnMstn. (A) Venn diagram depicting number of genes differentially expressed by each D2.mdx treatment group analyzed. Most activated (blue) and inhibited (orange) pathways associated with myostatin inhibition (D2.mdx vehicle + dnMstn vs D2.mdx vehicle-only) identified using (B) REACTOME Pathway Knowledgebase and (C) WikiPathways databases. Pathways having false discover rate (FDR) P values ≤ 0.05 for either direction are indicated by darker coloration. (D) Clustered heatmap analysis of the 50 most-changed genes in D2.mdx vehicle+dnMstn vs. D2.mdx vehicle-only comparison. Gene expression levels were calculated using the DESeq method are displayed as log_{10} (normalized expression relative to D2.mdx vehicle-only values).
a result of glucocorticoid administration (59, 60), suggesting that reduced amino acid availability for protein translation is a possible mechanism contributing to reduced protein synthesis and skeletal muscle atrophy caused by chronic Pred treatment. Such a mechanism makes physiological sense, as endogenous glucocorticoid (cortisol) levels are increased during periods of organismal stress to promote the mobilization of glucose and amino acids from skeletal muscle to tissues vital for organism survival.

We additionally demonstrate that Mstn is not required for Pred-induced atrophy, as D2.mdx mice do not upregulate Mstn in response to chronic Pred treatment and Mstn-KO mice display robust muscle atrophy upon Pred treatment. In fact, the Pred-induced reduction of phospho-SMAD3 we observe in D2.mdx mice may even impair Mstn-induced signaling in a chronic Pred-treatment setting, particularly because expression of Smad7, a SMAD3 inhibitor molecule, is increased by Pred (Supplemental Figure 1D). Via this mechanism, it is possible that Pred induces a state of Mstn resistance, as binding to ActRIIB-ALK4/5 is uncoupled from SMAD2/3 activation. While previous reports have suggested that Mstn-null mice do not exhibit glucocorticoid-induced skeletal muscle atrophy (42), the conflicting findings of the current work could be due to differences in glucocorticoids used, duration of glucocorticoid administration, and/or background of mouse strain used for the study.

Figure 8. Transcriptomic analysis of most-changed genes by combining prednisolone with myostatin inhibition. (A and B) Most activated (blue) and inhibited (orange) pathways associated with combining prednisolone (Pred) with myostatin inhibition (D2.mdx Pred + dnMstn vs. D2.mdx vehicle + dnMstn) identified using REACTOME Pathway Knowledgebase (A) and WikiPathways (B) databases. Pathways having FDR-adjusted P ≤ 0.05 for either direction are indicated by darker coloration. (C) Clustered heatmap analysis of the 50 most-changed genes in D2.mdx vehicle + dnMstn vs. D2.mdx vehicle-only comparison. Gene expression levels were calculated using the DESeq method are displayed as log10 (normalized expression relative to D2.mdx vehicle-only values).
Figure 9. Myostatin ablation does not prevent Pred-induced muscle atrophy. Adult myostatin KO mice received daily oral treatments of vehicle or 5 mg/kg prednisolone (Pred) for 28 days (n = 4–5). (A) Mouse body weight change was evaluated during the course of the experiment. Data were analyzed using Welch’s t test (α = 0.05) and are displayed as mean ± SEM. (B–D) Body weight (B), absolute muscle masses (C), and tibia length–normalized muscle masses (D) were measured at terminal endpoint. WT and heterozygous (Het) littermate values are included for mass difference perspective. Data were analyzed using 1-way ANOVA (effect size reported as η²), followed by Tukey’s post hoc tests (α = 0.05). Data are presented as box-and-whisker plots, with minimum and maximum values indicated by error bars; data are shown as mean ± SEM. Groups that are significantly different
from each other are indicated by nonoverlapping letter designations ($P \leq 0.05$). (E–G) Immunofluorescent staining of vehicle- and Pred-treated KO gastrocnemius muscles for α-Actinin-3, a marker of fast-glycolytic muscle fibers, and laminin (E) allowed fiber size distribution analysis of α-Actinin-3+ (positive) fibers (F) and α-Actinin-3– (negative) fibers (G) of vehicle and Pred groups. Data were analyzed using Welch’s $t$ test ($\alpha = 0.05$) and are depicted as histograms of the entire data set. Scale bars: 100 µm.

The mechanism of action for glucocorticoid-based therapeutics is traditionally considered to be the suppression of inflammatory gene expression (61). Paradoxically, we find that chronic Pred treatment in D2.mdx mice, in fact, increases gene signatures associated with heightened inflammation, including Spp1, a gene that encodes a negative modifier of DMD disease progression, osteopontin (62–64). Additional notable genes strongly activated by Pred include Lcn2, a marker of increased systemic inflammation (65); Alox5, an enzyme that catalyzes inflammatory lipid mediator formation (66); and Mmp9, a matrix-metalloproteinase associated with more severe pathology within dystrophic muscle (67).

The major finding of the current work is the demonstration that Mstn inhibition does not elicit muscle mass gains when combined with chronic Pred treatment. This is clinically significant, as Mstn-targeting therapeutics are in clinical or preclinical development (refs. 24–27; NCT02515669, NCT01524224, NCT01958970, NCT02310763, and NCT02145234) for DMD and other muscle diseases. Our findings in D2.mdx mice suggest that trials for Mstn inhibition using skeletal muscle mass increase, as a primary outcome measure will ultimately fail if patients are on glucocorticoids. This phenomenon could underlie the negative data from the recently completed phase 2 clinical trial for the Mstn neutralizing antibody, domagrozumab, in DMD patients (NCT02310763) and additionally could have major implications for the ongoing phase 1/2 trial for another Mstn targeting antibody, RO7239361, in ambulatory DMD patients (NCT02515669).

As the identification of effective small molecule therapeutics to combat inflammation, fibrosis, and muscle wasting in DMD and BMD will continue to remain an unmet medical need, our findings highlight the importance of evaluating candidate therapeutic efficacy in combination with standard-of-care therapies. Additionally, these data further support the rationale to explore alternative standard-of-care regimens for dystrophinopathy patients other than chronic glucocorticoids, such as intermittent glucocorticoid dosing (12) and/or nonsteroidal NF-κB inhibitors (68, 69), both of which demonstrate efficacy and safety without promoting skeletal muscle atrophy.

**Methods**

**Animals.** This study used male mdx mice of the C57BL/10 (B10.mdx; Jax 001801) and DBA/2J (D2.mdx; Jax 013141) backgrounds, as well as WT DBA/2J mice (Jax 000671), originally obtained from Jackson Laboratory. Mstn-KO mice used in this study were originally obtained from Se-Jin Lee (the Jackson Laboratory; ref. 13) and are congenic on the C57BL/6J background. Mice were housed 3–5 mice per cage; randomly assigned into treatment groups; provided ad libitum access to food, water, and enrichment; and maintained on a 12-hour light/dark system. Pred suspensions were prepared in cherry syrup vehicle for daily per oral (PO) treatment of 0 (vehicle control), 1, or 5 mg/kg doses. AAV-mediated Mstn inhibition was achieved by i.p. injection of 0 (PBS vehicle control) or $1 \times 10^{12}$ gc of AAV8.LSP.dnMstn vector consisting of dnMstn driven by a liver-specific promoter, as previously described (17, 19, 70), at 6 weeks of age.

**Ex vivo muscle function assessment.** Maximal tetanic tension assessments of the EDL and Dp muscles were evaluated as previously described (19) by the University of Florida Physiological Assessment Core. Briefly, the muscles of anesthetized mice were dissected and placed in physiological Ringer’s solution gas equilibrated with 95% O2 /5% CO2. After determining optimum length, muscles were subjected to 3 isometric contractions (stimulated at 120 Hz for 500 ms) to determine maximum Po. Following experimental procedures, muscles were weighed, either frozen embedded in OCT or snap frozen, and stored at −80°C until further use. Force measurements and dissections were performed by investigators blinded to treatment groups.

**Protein balance investigation.** To assess protein ubiquitination resulting from daily glucocorticoid treatment, male DBA/2J mice were treated with vehicle ($n = 6$) or 5 mg/kg Pred ($n = 5$) for 10 days, with the final Pred dose being administered 2 hours prior to terminal endpoint. Twenty-four hours prior to terminal endpoint, vehicle- and Pred-treated mice received a single s.c. injection with 20 mg/kg of the proteasome inhibitor, MG-132, to allow accumulation of poly-ubiquitinated proteins (38). Assessment of protein synthesis changes caused by daily glucocorticoid treatment was performed using the surface sensing of translation (SUnSET) methodology (39, 58), with male DBA/2J mice treated with vehicle or 5 mg/kg Pred ($n = 6$) for 10 days and with the final Pred dose being administered 2 hours prior to terminal endpoint.
At exactly 30 minutes prior to terminal endpoint, mice of both treatment groups received single i.p. injections of 20 mg/kg puromycin dissolved in 100 μL PBS to label actively elongating peptide chains. At terminal endpoint of each experiment, mice were euthanized by CO₂ inhalation, and quadriceps muscles were quickly dissected, snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at –80°C until biochemical analysis.

**Immunoblotting.** Snap-frozen muscle samples were finely crushed and homogenized in T-PER buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) supplemented with protease and phosphatase inhibitors (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Protein concentration of resulting supernatant was determined using Bio-Rad Protein Assay. Protein samples were boiled in 4× sample buffer, subjected to SDS-PAGE using 4%–12% SDS-polyacrylamide gels (Invitrogen), and transferred to nitrocellulose membranes using the iBlot system (Invitrogen). Membranes were blocked in 5% BSA-TBST and incubated with primary antibody overnight at 4°C. Following TBST washes, membranes were incubated in the appropriate HRP-conjugated secondary antibody for 1 hour at room temperature, washed, incubated for 5 minutes in ECL reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and imaged using the LI-COR C-DiGit (LI-COR Biosciences) imaging system. Primary antibodies used in this study include: anti-polyubiquitin (K-48 linkage specific; Cell Signaling; 8081; 1:1000), anti-puromycin (clone 12D10; MilliporeSigma; MABE343; 1:4000), anti–Mstn N-terminus (1:100; ref. 17), anti–phospho-SMAD3 (S425/427; Cell Signaling Technologies; 9520; 1:1000), anti-SMAD2/3 (Cell Signaling Technologies; 5678; 1:500), and anti-GAPDH (Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc.; sc-25778). Membranes were stained with Ponceau red and imaged for loading normalization, which demonstrates linear staining relationships for the protein loading range used in this study (20–40 μg; ref. 71). Band signal intensities were measured using Image Studio Lite software (LI-COR Biosciences), normalized to sample loading, and reported relative to respective control samples.

**Immunofluorescence.** Gastrocnemius muscles embedded in OCT were cryosectioned at 10 μm, fixed in ice-cold acetone, and stained for immunofluorescent analysis using anti–α-Actinin-3 (Thermo Fisher Scientific; PA5-36233; 1:250) and anti-laminin (Novus; NBP2-44751; 1:800) primary antibodies. Slides were visualized with a Leica DMR microscope, and images were acquired using a Leica DFC310FX camera interfaced with Leica LAS X software. Immunofluorescent images were processed and analyzed for muscle fiber size distribution by a blinded investigator using ImageJ (NIH) software.

**Real-time PCR.** RNA was isolated from finely crushed snap-frozen mouse quadriceps samples using Trizol Reagent (Invitrogen), treated with DNase (Promega), and reverse transcribed using the SuperScript III kit (Invitrogen). Resulting cDNA was subjected to real-time PCR using RQG SYBR Green supermix (Qiagen) in a Rotor Gene Q real-time PCR machine (Qiagen). The following mouse-specific primers were used:

- **Trim63** (forward) 5′-AGG GCT CCC CAC CAC TGT GT-3′ and (reverse) 5′-TTG CCC CTC TCT AGG CCA CCG 3′;
- **Gapdh** (forward) 5′-AGG GCT CCC CAC TGT GT-3′ and (reverse) 5′-TTG CCC CTC TCT AGG CCA CCG 3′;

Relative gene expression quantification was performed using the ΔΔCt method with Gapdh as the normalization gene.

**Transcriptomic analysis.** The RNA-seq cDNA library was generated from 100–400 ng total RNA using TruSeq RNA Sample Preparation Kit (Illumina) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly poly-A tailed RNA molecules were pulled down with poly-T oligonucleotide attached magnetic beads. Following purification, mRNA was fragmented with divalent cations at 85°C, and cDNA was generated by random primers using SuperScript II enzyme (Invitrogen). Second-strand synthesis was performed followed by end repair, single A-base addition and ligation of barcode indexed adaptors to the DNA fragments. Adapter-specific PCRs were performed to generate sequencing libraries. Libraries were size selected with E-Gel EX 2% agarose gels (Invitrogen) and purified by QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen). Libraries were sequenced on an HiSeq 2500 instrument. Four biological replicates were sequenced for each population.

TopHat2 (72) was used to align the reads to the mm10 mouse assembly. Further downstream analysis of the aligned reads was performed using StrandNGS software (Version 2.8, Build 230243, Strand Life Sciences). Normalization of the raw read counts was performed using the DeSeq method (73). One-way ANOVA and Tukey’s post hoc test was performed for the normalized counts. Changes in genes with fold change > 1.5 and P < 0.05 were considered to be statistically significant, and the genes were differentially expressed. Heatmaps were drawn using the R package pheatmap. The accession numbers for the RNA-seq reported in this paper are SRP215469 and have been assigned to Bioproject: PRJNA555085 (http://dataview.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/object/PRJNA555085?reviewer=4msm4to4p7he2rluwapmnh0m9).
Lists of differentially expressed genes ($P < 0.05$ and fold change [FC] $> 2$) were analyzed using the REACTOME Pathway Knowledgebase (51) and WikiPathways (52) databases to identify cellular pathways most affected by each treatment.

**Statistics.** Statistical analysis was performed using unpaired, 2-tailed Welch’s t test (effect size reported as Cohen’s $d$ [d]) and 1- or 2-way ANOVA (effect size reported as eta-squared [η²]), followed by Tukey’s HSD post hoc tests, where appropriate. A $P$ value less than 0.05 was considered significant. Values are displayed as box-and-whisker plots, mean ± SEM, or as histograms.
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